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A8S1'RAcr. - The: Monte: Pukhianllleuoogranite is one:
of the youngest posl-tectonic shallow level Hercynian
intrusions in Sardinia, The granite is a medium to coarse:
grained rock, consisting of quartZ, microperthitk K·
feldspar, sodk plagioclasc: and minor biotlte. Within the:
plulOn, especially in the- bonier zones, SOOle aplitc dykC$
and pegmatitic pods are present, Sometimes lhe: IlIIer
may contain c:ubedral quarlz crystals in open vugs and
cavities. Microscopic and microthermomelric
investigllllons on fluid inclusions in quarlz from
reptesenlalh'e samples of granile and in onc euhedral
quartlt from a pc:gmatitic VU8 gi~ evidence of !WO fluid·
rock ime:tKIion episodes. T ....,o main types of fluids.~
rCCO$nizc:d; the first onc is presem only in the grtnitc,
conSISting of a highly saline aqueous fluid, Extremel)'
variable NaCl coniem SUF$CStS ovetsaturarion 11 the time:
of the final inclusion evolution (average salinity estimate
around 30 wt.% NaCl; Th .. 200°·3 10°C, in absence
of boiling); and the second, a much less saline aqueous
fluid (:5 wt. % NaCI; Th. 1000·260°C), probably of
meteoric origin, is present in the: granite as well lIS in
the pegmatitc.

These: observations are consistenl wilh the: cxistence:,
in subsolidus conditions, of a firSI NaCI ovcrsatu~ted

brine, probably of initial magmatic origin, Absencc of
boiling imposes a pressure gn:atcr than 1.2 kb for the
granitc's depth of emplacement. AI a "Ier stage,
homogeneous b.v salinity fluid {probablymct~ ""'I1tcd
invad~ the plulon. A pasl magmalic rooghly isobaric
t~iectory is proposed naning at the inferred condidons
of the granite cnd of CT)'Slallization (T - 700°C; P 
1.5 kbJ,

K~ lOOms; Fluid inclusions, 1~\IC08raniu:l, Sudinia,
brines, P·T path.

Introduction

Fluid inclusions in shallow intrusives have
been widely studied mainly in order to
characterize the physico·chemical features of
associated fluid phases often responsjble of
ore deposition, see e.g. WEISBROD, (1981) and
ROEDDER (1984). However, these techniques
may also give more information on the
postmagmaric evolution path and the episodes
of fluid-rock interaction which have occurred
in subsolidus conditions.

The Sardinia-Corsica Hercynian Batholith
consists of several plutonites ranging from
uhramafic rocks and gabbros to leucogranites;
these lattet ones CtOp out all over the two
islands, constituting about 25% of all
plutonites in Sardinia, Some characteristic
features, including the Mo-mineralizations
that are commonly associated with these
granitic rocks, are reponed in ORStNI (1980);
BRAllA et al., (1981); GHEZZO and ORSlNl
(1982); GUASPARRJ et al., (1984a, 1984b) and
Rossl (1986). In this paper we will discuss
selected results on fluid inclusion study in the
M. Pulchiana leucogranite intrusion, one of
the largest in northern Sardinia (Fig. 0,

Observations have been made in quartz
crystals of the primary mineral assemblage in
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sdected leucogranite samples and in euhedral
smoky quartz crystal from a vug in an
associated pegmatite.

Special attention has been given to the
distribution and composition of fluid
inclusions, in order to reconstruct the
sequence of fluid-phase/rock interactions
which affected the plU[onite and are
responsible for its widespread deuteric
alteration.

Present results allow us to set an upper limit
for the emplacement of the intrusion at about
4 km depth: at least two different fluid
generations have been characterized. An
idealized evolution path at low P and T (well
in subsolidw condition) ispro~ in Fi~
9.

Geological setting

The M. Pulchiana leucogranite intrusion is
one of the youngest plmons of the intrusive
sequence forming the Sardinia - Corsica
Hercynian Batholith. This sequena:, mainly
late to post-tectonic, is dominated by two
distinct associations:

- a calcalkaline association dominated by
I-type biotite monzogranites and
leucogranites, with minor ultramafic rocks,
gabbros, tonalites and granodiorites.

- A subalkaline potassic association
composed of sienomonzonites, monzogranites,
a1askites, sienites, monzonites and diorites
cropping out in northern Corsica.

In addition to these two main suites a minor
part of the batholith is constituted by two
mica and/or cordierite bearing granites (S·
type), syntectonic strongly foliated gneissic
granites and socHc sienites.

The emplacement of the whole batholith
took place in a time interval between 330 and
280 m.y., based on the Rb/Sr and KJAr
isotopic data (DEL MORO et al., 1975;
COCHERIE, 1984).

In recem years, detailed mineralogical and
petrological studies have led to a beuer
understanding of the sequence of
emplacement and crystallization history of
these rocks (e.g. 01 S1I\1PUCIO et aI., 1974;
ORSINI, 1976, 1980; BRoTZU et al., 1978;
BRAllA et al., 1981; GHEZZO and ORSINl,

1982; BROTZU et aI., 1983; GIRAUD, 1983;
COCHERIE, 1984; ROSSI, 1986).

The age of the M. Pulchiana pluton has not
yet been defined but it must be close to 290
m.y., since the emplacement age of the
younger leucogranite suite is referred to as
290-28:; m.y. (with a 17Sr/",Srj = 0.7085)
(DEL MORO et al., 1975). Its emplacement
took place at shallow levds after the main
tectono-metamorphic events and the uplift of
the whole basement. This emplacement was
likely to occur in extensionaI environment
(GHEZzO and ORSINI, 1982). The pluton
intrudes older late-tectonic plutonites. The
contacts are sharp, truncating the magmatic
foliation. The host rocks (Fig. 1) include
medium-grained biotite grnnocliorites rich in
dark microgranular magmatic xeooliths (at the
northern contact), biotite granodiorites +
biotite-amphibole tonalites (along the
southern border of the pluton) and pinkish
coarse-grained biotite monzogranites
characterized by K·feldspar megacrysts. They
all show discordant contacts toward the
metamorphic metapelite country rocks which
have a migmatitic character in the
sillimanite + K-fddspar grade (FRANCESCHEU.J
et al., 1982).

A NE-SW striking fault separates the
pluton in two segments and displays a lateral
movemem.

The biotite leucogranite is compositionally
and texturally homogeneous; a coarse-grained
equigranular pinkish granite consisting of
quartz (- 32%), oligoclase plagioclase with
a1bitic rim (- 30%), orthoclase + microcline
microperthites (- 35%) and minor iron-rich
biotite (3-4%), with accessory magnetite,
apatite, zircon, aIJanite. A Strong pervasive
deuteric alteration ov~rint is always present;
and chloritization, albitization, sericilization,
argillification are common alteration
assemblages, often associated with minor
fluorite. A network of microfracrures is also
present in the quartz crystals. Most of these
are intercrystalline, but also intracrystaIJine
cracks have been observed. Fluid inclusion
trails underline the healed microfractures (DE
VIVO et al., 1985). 'This overall pattern is
similar to those described by many authors
in granitic rocks (TIJITLE, 1949; PEcHER. et
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Fig. 1. - Sketch map of the M. Pulchiana pJuton llJ'ld location of tbe investigated samples. ClTctes: leucogranite
samples: sqUIJTf!: euhedraJ smoky quaru crystal from a vug in a pegmaOte.

aI., 1985; LESPINA E and PECHER, 1986;
KOWALUS et al., 1987).

In the border zones of the plmon both
aplitic dykes and pegmatitic pods are present.
They constitute only a minor part of the
pluton (no more than 5%).

Apliles occur as irregular, discontinuou
dykes or lenses (10 to 100 cm thick) with fine
grained sugary texture. They often sho a
layered structure due mainly to different
mineral grain size and biotite content, and
contain small pods with pegmatitic textur .
The mineralogy is analogous to that of the

granite itself.
The pegmatite pods have an irregular shape,

a 20·150 cm diameter and are often intimately
associated with the aplite dykes. The consist
of milky quartz, reddish orthoclase-perthite,
albite, minor biotite and other phases such
as muscovite and garnet. These pegmatite
pods are massi e, hut some of them have vugs
lined by eubedral smoky quartz crystals
(miarolitic pegmatites). ometimes a
moderately zoned pattern occurs; moving
from a border with graphic texture, the grain
size increases (up to 5-15 cm) to a core with
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~gmatitic texture.
The following aplite + pegmarite

petrogenesis will be proposed, mainly by
referring to the}AHNS and BURNHAM'S (1969)
model:

- the pegmatite pods are the result of a
closed-system crystallization when the granite
reached the water-saturation conditions and
locally a hydrous silicate melt crystallized until
reaching its solidus, which is well below the
granite solidus UAHr..'S, 1982).

- 'fht: small quantity of pegmarites
implies a lau: vapour saturation in the
crystallization history of the granite.

- The tare vugs seem to testify a local
«segregation and accumulation of aqueous
fluids as crystallization of granitic magma
proceeds ... » (BURNHAM and NEKVASlL, 1986,
pg. 260; jAHNS, 1982; loNDON, 1986l.

- The aplite dykes are most likely the
resuh of rapid nucleation and crystallization
from a residual melt intruded in extensional
fractures during the last stages of solidification
of the pluton. This coincided with a local
sudden drop in fluid pressure and hence in
the volatile content of the magma.

Fluid indusions in the Monte PuJc.hiana
granite complex

Sample selection and methodology

Chosen among many of similar looking
specimens, five representadve samples of
leucogranite and one euhedral smoky quartz

crystal (Ienght: more than 10 cm, diameter
about' cm) from a vug in a pegmatite, have
been selected and studied in detail. Some
samples from the pegmatite itself were also
collected, but they appeared to be useless for
both the scarcity and the small dimensions of
fluid inclusions. In all of the samples, doubly
polished plates of aoout 2 x 2 cm were
prepared. The thickness was lOO p.m for
granite samples, much higher (200 p.m) for the
smoky quartz crystal which was cut
perpendicular to the «Clt axis. These sections
were first observed with a conventional
microscope for the characterization of fluid
inclusion dimensions, distribution and relative
chronology (basic principles are described in
WEISBROD, 1981; TOUR ET, 1977; and
ROEDDER, 1984: PJ! 1')0 s!Zi-!..).

Microthermometric investigations have
been perfonned with several heating-freezing
stages: Chaixmeca (POTY et al., 1976) at the
Free University of Amsterdam; and U.S.G.S.
type (ROEDDER, 1984) at the University of
Rome. Calibrations were macle using a number
of organic and inorganic compounds as
recommended in the literature (e.g.
HOLUSTER et al., 1981).

Each measurement was repeated at least
once to ensure reproducibility; the same
objective (Leitz UTK 50, 32 x long frontal
distance) has been systematically used.

Some fragments of one euhedral quartz
crystal have also been cemented to sample
holders, carbon coated and analyzed
(SEM/EDS, University of Siena) in order to
characterize qualitatively some daughter
phases which could have remained in opened
fluid inclusions.

Fig. 2. - Fluid inclusions in M. Pukhiana granite complex. a) Primary muscovite bearing (a'TOw) inclusions in
the core zone of the euhedral quarft crystal in the pegmatire 'lug. b) Primary, crystal negative shaped. two-phase
(L + V) aqueous inclU$iol1$ in the euhedtal quartz crystal (vug in the pegmatire). c) Ceneral view of fluid inclusion
distribution in the euhedraI quartz cry$lll (\I1Jfl in the pegmatitl:'J. cl) utt' lnils of two-phast' (L + V) aqueous inclusions
in a quanz aystal from rhe Ieucogranite (Gp, set' rext). e) A typical early rhrtt·ph~ (L -+ S + V) hdire bt'aring
jnclU$ion (Cl)' (If,",",), in a quartz crystal in the Ieucogranitt'. 0 Large primary indus.ion, negadve cryStal shaped.
and muscovitt' bearina (anow), from the euhedraI quartz aystal {vua in pegItlJIUtt'J. a)lnrenectioo of Gu dilferall
trails {$ee rext} in quartz from the leurogranite. In the Iowa right md of the pbotogrtph a group of Gl indU$ions
remaill$visiblt.betwttntwogt.l.It.IlIdons of inrersecting, late Cll trails (00t' dilfllSt'.Ind relatively nrly, several
(five) orhers very late and sub-pal"1l1ld). h) Network of two-phase: (L + V) aqueous inclusioll$ (Cu) wirhin a
leucogranite quartz crystal. i) SEM micropootosraph of an opened fluid inclU$ion in rhe euhedral smoky quartz
crystal (vug in pegmaritel; assemblage of platy cryuals identified as muscovite on the basis of borh morphology
and composition (set' texr).

Figures from a) to h) were photographed with plane polarized transmitted light and bar scale correspond to
20 ,IIm. Bar in phoro i) givt'S scale in ,IIIO.
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Our results suggest that the recognition of
dawsonite in fluid inclusions when based only
on opticala~ is doubtful and it should
be systematically confirmed by direct analysis
(Raman probe, microprobe, etc.).

FIg. 3. - Fluid inclusion distribudon in a quartl crystal
from the Icucogranite. G l , early inclusions (two-phase
Il'ld three-phase halite bearing); Gll : different trails of
hl.o-phase aqueous inclusions, inu:rsttting each other.
1bc illustrated example is pl1I"ticularly demonstrative;
solDCtimes there is a partial overl.pping of the two
groups. (X :wne: no inclusions in the present CllSC but,
often some inclusions more or leS$ isolated difficult to
relate to G j or G u groups).

Fluids in the leucogranite; G j (early, saline
aqueous fluids) and GII (late low salinity
aqueous fluids)

The distribution of fluid inclusions is very
complex. As it was not possible to relate them
to any growth patterns in the quartz grains,
a dearcut distinction betw~n primary and
secondary inclusions can not be made. We can
however establish a rdative chronology based
on the following criteria (ROEDDER, 1971,
1984; TOURET, 1981; HOLUSTER, 1981): a)
inclusions isolated or dispersed in clusters are
earlier than those clearly related to more or

o
0(;>

o

: (i7
.. 0';

pe ... t)",..
, 00,.

Main types of fluid inclusions

Fluid inclusions are the result of trapping
of aqueous solutions, both in quartz from the
granite samples and in the smoky quartz from
the vug. From the num~r of phases present
at room temperature, several types can ~
recognized:

- Two phase aqueous inclusions (L + V):
they are by far the most common type of fluid
inclusions present in all samples. Their
dimensions vary from a few [0 40-50 p'm, with
the biggest inclusions in the smoky euhedral
quartz crystal (Fig. 2b). Liquid/vapour volulm:
ratios vary widely but the vapour ph~ never
exceeds 3090 vel. of the whole inclusion.

- Halite bearing aqueous inclusions
(L + S + VJ: in the pJuronite. they are often
present in clusters associated with two phase
aqueous inclusions (Fig. 2e). They contain a
cubic isotropic daughter mineral, which from
in appearance and refractive index (idendcal
to w of quartz), is assumed to be halite. The
relative volume of the salt cube is quite
variable. The shape of these three·phase
inclusions is often somewhat irregular but no
typical features of «necking down», thin
capillary at one end of the cavity (ROEDDER,
1981), have been ever observed.

- Afusawite bearing inclusions a.. +s+ V);
in some fluid inclusions of the smoky quartz
crystal, radial aggregates of hairlike cryStals,
strongly anisotropic, have been observed (Fig.
2 a, 0. From the data in the literature and
their distinctive appearance, they were first
assumed (FREZzOTI1 et al., 1986) to be
dawsonite (NaA1(CO,)(OH);J (COVENEY and
KELlY, 1971). However, despite great
technical difficulties, some crystals could be
photographed and qualitatively analyzed with
.he SEM/EDS (Fig. 2i).

The following proce<lure proved to be successful;
I) brWcing small fntgrnents (about 2 mm in diameter)

of the doubly polished quartZ wafer, after miCfO$COpic
observ.tion.

2) Fixing vfitically the broken piece on the S.E.M.
s.mpk hokkr, so that the broken face, 200,.m thick,
can be dinctly observed IrIdtt the S.E.M. 1bree or four
chips can be assembled in • single holder.

Most cavities are empty but workable
crystals occur in some of them (less than 5%).

Qualitative analysis (major K, Al, Si) and the
appearance of the crystal indicate muscovite.
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less healed fractures. b) Same types of
fractures are more or less coeval. c)
Intracrystalline inclusion trails may be older
than those which crosscut grain boundaries
(i ntercrystaIline).

According to these criteria, inclusions in the
leucogranite may have bean formed during at
least two different episodes (Fig. 2g and 3):

- Type G I : primary or early secondary
inclusions in small groups with no preferential
orientation; two phase (L -+- V) and three phase
(L -+- S -+- V) halite bearing inclusions (Fig. 2e).

- Type G II : clearly secondary inclusions
confined in healed fractures; constantly two
phase (L -+- V), no daughter phase is ever
present (Fig. 2d, h).

Melting dt1ta: G j and GII , two separate fluid
generations. All Gn secondary inclusions
show a range in temperatures of ice final
melting (Tm) between -10 and O°C,
corresponding to salinities from 05 to 8 wt.%
NaCI equivalent (PoTIER et al., 1978).
Despite the small size of the studied
inclusions, some temperatures of first melting
could be measured between -20.8 and
-22.8°C. These values are dose to the
eutectics of the system HzO -+- NaCl at
-2t.loC and the system
H20 -+- KCI-+- NaCI at _22.9°C (ROEDDER,

1971). Together with the final melting values,
they suggest that the dissolved ions were
mainly Na· with some K· but no Ca2 • and
Mgl' (TeHO-+-MgClz-+-NaCI:-35°C;Te
H20 -+- CaCfz -+- NaCI: _52°C) (CRAWfORD,
1981).

The composition of fluid G[ is more
difficult to establish. The presence of NaCI
daughter mineral in many G, inclusions
indicates an oversaturated brine at room
temperature. From the size of the halite cube,
the composition may be estimated to vary
between 26.3 and 55 wt.% NaC!.
Microthermometric measurements were
attempted for two-phase G\,indusions close
to the halite bearing ones, ut they proved
to be very difficult because of the small size
of the inclusions. In most cases freezing could
nOl be detected, even at temperatures as low
as -100°C. For three of these inclusions, the
final melting could be observed between -3.2

and _1.2°C. From the proximity and the
obvious contemporaneity with halite bearing
inclusions, we infer that these values do not
correspond to the melting of the ice, bur of
hydrohalite (NaCI.2HzO). If our
interpretation is correct, we would be on the
NaCl rich side of the NaCl.HzO system,
and a Tm of _3.2°C would correspond to
a salinity of 24 wt.% NaCI eq. A lower limit
at 24-25 wt. % NaCl eq. is tentatively
accepted as an estimate of the order of
magnitude. Unfortunately, the small size of
the inclusions prevented the use of optical
criteria, such as higher refractive index and
the difficulty to coalesce into single crystals,
(SHEPHERD et al., 1985) which could be used
to positively identify hydrohalite.

In conclusion, the strong salinity contrast
between G

l
and G[I indicates that the two

fluids are fundamentally different, and that
they must correspond to separate episodes in
the fluid/rock interaction history.

Homogenization temperatures: 32 G J
inclusions of both two-phase (L -+- V) and
three-phase (L -+- S -+- V) were studied at high
temperatures (Fig. 4). In halite bearing
inclusions two homogenization temperatures
were recorded: Th (disappearence of the gas

•

•
"

'01' '40 '1/1 no Ni> _ ~t

Fig. 4. _ HiuogrlJIlS of homogeniz.ation lempertlura
(oQ for inclusions in~ granite and in the: smoky quam:
iD pegmatite vug (all homoReniutions occurred in the:
liquid phase ThL). p, euhedraI quarlz crySlal from \'118
(Iow salinity aqueous fluKh): GII , low salinity aqueous
fluids in the granite (c:hemimy identical 10 p). Cn... and
GUB correspond to the tWO peaks (180° and BOoe
respectively as indicaled by arrows). G l, euly saline
fluids in the granite (ThL for both the two-phase (.) and
the three·phase aqueous inclusions). Homogenization in
halite bearing inclusions occurred always before NaCI
dissolution (ThL < Ts).
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Fig. 5. _ Different P, T evolution (isochores) followed
by fluid inclusions with the same Nael content but with
different lb. (I), (2) and (3) correspond to an increasing
density characterized by: (1) Ts < Th; (2) TI. Th; (J)
T5 > Th. Thl, ru, Th3-homogenizalion temperatures
observed in the: different inclusions (.fter WElS8ROI>.
1984 and ROEDDu, 1984). Note that all the three
correspond 10 the same TI. All C1Ise5~ in the
M. Pulchiana (Gl fluids) c:orrespond to the i$OChorc (J).
H _ halite; L • liquid; V .. vapour.

bubble, homogenization temperature, always
to the liquid) and Ts (dissolution of the salt
cube), ThL is always lower than Ts, a
characteristic of relatively high density fluids
(Fig. 5). Only four NaCl dissolution
temperatures could be measured from 380°C
to 463°C, indicating salinities from 45 to 53
wt. % NaCl equivalent. These results fit with
the visual estimates from the size of the salt
cube, which suggest salinities from 35 to 55
wt.% NaCl. Homogenization temperatures
(ThL) for G1 (both two-phase and three
phase) range from 200 to 300°C. The absence
of vapour rich inclusions suggests that no
boiling phenomena could have occurred.

Homogenization temperatures for G ll
inclusions are significantly lower than those
for G" Th histograms (Fig. 4) show a loosely
defined distribution with two maxima at 130
and 180°C (respectively G UA and GliB)'
There is a slight overlap between the highest
Th in G}I (Fig. 4) and the lowest Th in G l ,

This is Significant in that there is always the
possibility that some biphase G, for which
no melting temperatures have been recorded,

Fluids in the smoky quartz of the pegmatite
(<<P fluid»)

In thick section the crystal consists of a
smoky rim of about 3-5 mm and an internal
colourless part of about 4 cm (Fig. 7). The
presence of well defined growth zones makes
it possible to recognize primary,
pseudosecondary and secondary inclu'ions
(RoEDDER, 1984). Microthermometric
investigations have been performed on
primary inclusions related to successive steps

could infact belong to G II ·

Regarding the relative chronology, It's
fundamental to know precisely the evolution
of Th within Gll inclusions. Generally,
temperature dispersion within a single trail is
in the order of tenths of degrees; much lower
than the overall variation in the histogram.
This observation, common in most deep
seated rocks (TOURET. 198U,Ieads to a picture
of successive fracture openings, trapping
relatively homogeneous fluids of changing
density (Fig, 6). The example described in
Figure 6, shows that the relative age of the
different trails is very difficult to establish.
However, there is a general trend, which can
be observed in most comparable rocks,
indicating a decrease in density for older
inclusions (lower Tb:: GliB in figure 8 for
relatively younger inclusions).

/38.7 ~ /45.6 f!JI9W
~ "'-./ <> /25~ €J

<C> ",l22fJ c:£) ~138.1
113.1, ~

- ~fJ-'; - -7 &r8/.6 " - -
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Fig. 6. _ Homogenization temperatures in twO
intersecting mms <fluid Gu, quartz in the leucogran.ile).
All homogenizations in the liquid (ThU. ThL '"' numbers
indicated near each inclusions (Oe).
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Comparison of fluids in the granite (Gland
G I) and in the pq;natite (P)

1be graph of homogenization temperatureS
(111) versus salinity (Fig. 8) shows distinct
trends:

G
1

(saline fluids in the granite)
corresponds to a relatively high Th which
partially overlaps the Th values of the «P
fluid. in the pegmatite with a distinct gap in
salinities. The wide range of salinities
indicates an heterogeneity of the brines and

granite. The overall pattern therd'ore reflects
the local oscillations and variations in a
complex system of hydrothermal circulation
during the late cooling stages.

-d~

Fig. 7. _ A~ schematic drawing of fluid ioclusion
distribution in a Ihick section (.1. to «c» axis) of the
smoky quartz crystal in the pegmalile vug. Only primary
and pseudosccondary inclusions are reported. (fIatchtd
(UN correspoods to the IIlsI small smoky episode of quaru
growth). Below: topoklgka.! diuribution of Th values
venus diuarJCe from the con zone. Five diffcrenl
preferenlial distribulion zones (a-b-c-d-e) of fluid
inclusions an: praml in I: inlemal zone and al least one
(0 in y smoky rim. (l). (2), ()) and (4): representative
ThL values sdccled for isochore interpretation (AI to
A~, Fig. 10).

A~----,i-~x.-------+-Ih~ S'
Th

240

200

160

120
L--_-----:<---=-_--"----'

of crystal growth and they follow, in a more
or less precise pattern, some growth zones.
Hence, the relative chronology is essentially
bas«J on the distance from the core of the
crystal toward its border. We have already
reported that some inclusions contain a solid
phase (muscovite Fig. 2 f, n. These are only
a few, in the most internal part, among widely
dominant two-phase (L + V) inclusions (Fig.
2c). All inclusions in the quartz crystal are
considered to represent a fluid phase that we
will call «P fluid •.

Me/ting and homogenization data: no salt
cu~ has ever bttn o~rved. A number of
final melting temperatures could be
determined between -4 and O°e. Therefore,
the P fluid is assumed to be low salinity water
(between 6 and 0 wt. % NaCl), very similar
to the GIl fluid in the granite. The results of
Th determinations are plotted in Figure 4.
They are scattered with no preferential
distribution between 140 and 260°C. Figure
7 shows the distribution of individual Th
values labeled according to the successive
growth zones of the quartz crystal.

A first important separation boundary is
located between the colourless internal zone
(x) and the smoky rim (y). In the internal part
at least five different fluid pulses have
occurred (Fig. 7, a-e) with a general trend of
decreasing temperature during the growth of
the crystal core. Nevertheless, several small
reversals~ superimposed; in any given zone,
the temperature jump is variable (up to
hundred degrees). 1be zoning of the crystal
thus reflects deposition by discrete fluid pulses
and a general d«rease in temperature with
time, but at the smoky border (y), this general
evolution changes abruptly and the last fluid
pulse (0 reoches temperatures similar to those
found in the core.

The variation between the x and y zones
is consistent with the hypothesis of some
physico<hernical discontinuity during the last
stages of growth. However, the two fluids
most likely have the same overall origin, as
Tm variation is very small and the only real
difference is indicated by the absence of
muscovite in inclusions at the smoky border.
Both types represent some variation in a fluid
which otherwise is very similar to Gu in the
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Th
·c

400

a local NaCl oversaturation at the time of
trapping. The absence of vapour rich
inclusions points out that this oversaruration
cannot be due to a boiling effect. From this
it follows that the dissolution temperatures
of halite (Ts) are not to be considered
minimum trapping values of the fluid, as is
generally assumed for homogeneous fluid
inclusions homogenizing cby halite
disappearencelt (Ts > Th) (BOONAR. 1982;
ROEDDER, 1984). The trapping temperature
must be below the maximum Ts NaCl
measured (Ts = 480°Cl, which in any case, is
well below any magmatic temperature. Thus,
it is very difficult to know the original
composition of the circulating fluids.
However I considering the salinity range from

.,,'"/ <
/G.J ()I' ~'ll

/ <.:?t .'
/~O
6~q,

24 to " wt. % NaCI eq., we can propose an
average value of about 30 wt. %.

The situarion is more complicated for G)l

and P. In the Th-salinity diagram both fluids
are well separated, bU[ with a partial overlap
between low salinity, low density fluids in the
granite (G

UA
) and the highest density fluid

in the pegmatite (Pl, (Fig. 8). These P fluids,
being in an euhedral quartz from a vug, are
obviously the latest ones in the pegmatite.

Considering their identical salinity, it can be
tentatively assumed that G1( and P belong to
the same generation, but that fluids in the
pegmatite present lower density (higher
homogenization temparature than in the
granite) .

•• •
•
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Fig. 8. - Homogemzalion temperatures versus composition (wt.9b NaCI cq.1 in the syslrm Hp. NaCI.: Cl
(.): three-phase ha.li.te bearing il1(:lusions; ClI (0): two-phase aqueous incllUions; P {xl: two-phase aqueous
inclusions. Cl and C Il + P il1(:!usions are situated in different areas (Jolt~d linn); Cl distribution gives evidence
of a large salinity range with values from 24 to " wt.9& NaCI eq. which can sugaeS! ovenaturalion aI time of
trapping. As for G I biphase ioclusions the salinity rould nOl be determined precisely, Th measurements can only
be represented as a field bound between NIClsltuution curve and the lowest qualitative estimate of Cl salinity
(/NztclNd affll). P and GlI (in the low salimly fidd) arc distributed in such a way that at least the GJI inclusions
homogenizing at highest temperatures (Cu.J ca.n be considered to belong to the SarDC fluid episode than P. Bolh
G UA and P reprcsc:nt the SarDC fluid/rock inleractkln episode, the forma in the Icucogranite, the lalter in the
pcglJlJl!ite euhedraI quartz C'J)'Sul. Hp + NaCl saturation and critic:aJ curves from PoTIEa and BlOWPI data (19771.
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Fluid composition and P, T evolution

The interpretation offluid data wilt be based
on the following premises:

- in the granite, two fluids of very
contrasting salinity:

1) G] (24 to 55 eq. wt.% NaG) with an
average representative composition of 30 eq.
wt.% NaCl; Th between 200 and 310°C with
a mean value around 260°C.

-~

fluids

O:P fluid» in the pegmatite, are proposed, as
well as a possible P, T evolution of the
plutonite. In an earlier work on the
leucogranite plutons GuEZZO and ORSINI,

(1982) have reported the low water content
and emplacement at shallow depths. RAMBoz
et al., (1982) have shown that any inclusion
fluid which has a Ts significantly higher than
Th cannot have been trapped at the
liquid + vapour boundary (Fig. 5), and
therefore cannot represent the liquid phase
of an unmixed fluid. These statements suppo"
our findings (e.g. absence of vapour rich
inclusions) and confirm that the fluid
evolution did occur in the miscibility field of
!he H

2
0 + NaCI system without any boiling

phenomena. This separation between
magmatic aqueous fluids and melt in the fluid
miscibility field (for the system ~O + NaCI
above 1.2 kb at 700°C) gives an upper limit

j

<.
11,0

meteoric water

P{kb)

2

1

2) G I1 10w salinity, (5 wt.% NaCI); Th
between 100 and 220°C with two maxima
around 130°C (GnJ and 180°C (GIIA).

- In the pegmatite, one low salinity fluid
(P) very similar to G]. with Th between 140
and 260°C and no ~e£inite maxima at any
temperature.

In Figure 9, the isochores for G l and G u
in the granite and the area, limited by the
isochores for the lowest and highest Th, for

40 4b

100 300 5CX) 700 T{<'C)
Fig. 9. - P, T interpretation of f)uid~ G1, Gu and P. (I), (21, 0), {in C/fC/n): representative selected isochores
from Th histograms (Fig. 4), corresponding respectively to Gr [magmatic, high salinity fluids), GIlA (udy, low
salinity fluids), GliB (Iale low salinity fluids) in the leucogranite. {4a} and (4b): Minimum and muimum Th values
for P (Iow salinity fluids) in the cuhedral smoky quartz crystal in pegmalitic vugs. Respectively: (1): JO wt.9b
NaCl.her WALTlIEJI. (1981); (2:) and (J):' wt.~ NaCl.fter RO£DDEJ. (l984); (4a) and (4b): J wt.~ NaCl after
ROEDDU (1984). Amno: model of po5t-masmatic P, T evolution. Critical curve fO'l HJO + NaCl system after
PoTIu. et al.• (I977). Granite JOlidU$ after TI1TTt£ adn BoWEN (l~8). P, T conditions of granite empl~nt
(gnry ./'U) discussed in lext; are. below the crirkal curve: P, T conditions of immiscibility for the HJO + NaCI
system.
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of emplacemem for the p!utonite at a depth
of about 4 km.

Probable magmatic origin for G1

It is well known that the first fluids which
evolved after the solidification of a granjre
magma are generally highly saline (fluid
immiscibility between silicate and saline melt,
e.g. Ascension Island, ROEDDER and COOMBS,
1967; CATI-lEUNEAU et al., 1987). For this
reason, we propose that G j fluids are
initially of magmatic origin, but
microthermometric data indicate a late
evolution and clear posunagmatic condilions
at the time of trapping; Th in fact correspond
to isochores that would reach magmatic
conditions (about 700°C) at 7 kb (about 23
km depth considering lithostatic pressure
regime), which is a contradiction for this kind
of shallow intrusives. Magmatic immiscibility
between brines and silicate melt took place
when the melt became water-saturated. Due
to the low initial H 20 content of the
magma, this could only occur at a high degree
of crystallization, in which all of the primary
minerals, including quartz, had already
crystallized (these leucogranites are close to
the minimum eutectic composition, GHEZZO

and ORSINI, 1982). No evidence of the early
magmatic stages hllS been preserved in the
rock, and this may be due to continous quartz
recrystallization at high temperatUtts. Final
trapping has occurred at much lower
temperatures « 480°C) well after the end
of crystallization.

1...IJte fluids: interaction with meteoric water
(GII and P)

At a late stage (T lOO-300°C), the pluton
is invaded by homogeneous low salinity fluids
(GIl) that a.rt= also involved in the formation
of the euhedral quartz crystals in the
pegmatite vugs (P). The small differences in
Th and salinity betw~n G1 and P can be
related to different time relationships and
mechanisms of trapping. The structural
relations of the inclusions, their low salinities
(about 5 wt.9b NaCl) and low Th are

inconsistent with a pure magmatic origin. In
the present state of our research, a meteoric
origin is much more probable, but it is not
possibile to state whether only meteoric waters
are involved or if Gu result from a dilution
of magmatic with meteoric fluids. Further
studies on stable oxygen isotopes in fluid
inclusions and in their host minerals are
required in order to give a more definitive
answer.

The comprehensive evolution of the
hydrothermal circulation at these relatively
«low It temperatures (Th from 100 up to
260°C) must be linked to:

- the presence of a widespread system
of joints and microfractures, related to brittle
deformation.

_ the cooling pattern of the pluton and
country rocks which canrroUed the whole
convective circulation svstem.

These factors allowed for the invasion of
the pluton by meteoric low salinity water. The
joint system, crosscutting also the vugs in the
pegmatite pods, is likely to have connected
them with hydrothermal circulating fluids. In
any case the local conditions were very
complicated; this is revealed in the granite by
the presence of different generations of
micro£racrures, characterized by different Th
values in fluid inclusions, and in the euhedral
quartz crystal by the complex distribution
pattern of fluid inclusions reflecting a
sequence of discrete fluid pulses.

The euhedral crystals that line the vugs in
some pegmatites record a considerable part
of this fluid evolution during the late stages
of cooling.

Model of P, T paths

A precise delimitation of the P, T path
followed by the inclusions would require the
knowledge of the pressure at the time of
trapping. This is presently very poorly
constrained:

a) by the absence of boiling (P. T path
above the H

1
0 + NaO critical curve, Fig.

9);
b) by a possible maximum press~

correponding to P1hlwo';C at the time .of
granite crystallization labout 1 to 1.5 kb, FIg.
9).
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PUlar) I ~ ,
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Fig. 10. - Detailed u:nmive interpretation of P,T
conditions during the growth of the euhedraI. quart:l: in
the pegmatite vug. 1,2,3,4: rq>rescmative iJochorf:;$
selecled from topological dislribution of ThL in the
quarl:l: (Fig. 7). Constant NaCI content (J eq. wr.q(,).
AI> A 2 , A) and A.: P and T conditions at the growth
of respective zones in quartz cry51al (Fig. 7). Unspecified
pressure and temperature axes, correspondi"ll roughly
to the domain indicated in Figure 9.

The absence of discontinuity in Th values
between Gp Gu and P suggests a cominuous
evolution and, in the present state of our
research, the inferred model corresponds to
the arrow indicated in Figure 9 (isobaric
cooling trajectory around the pluton). In this
modd, the average fluidp~ has remained
for a long period roughly equivalent to the
lithostatic pressure at the time of granite
crystallization. Locally the situation might
have been much more complicated, as
illustrated by successive fluid pulses during
the growth of euhedral quartz (Fig. 10).

The transparent quartz (core of the crystal,
Fig. 7) corresponds to the cooling of our initial
fluid at a roughly constant pressure (A

I
-A

2
•

Fig. 10). This epidose was not unique, but
occurred .several times. The last episode of the
growth (smoky quartz y, Fig. 7) corresponds
to the trajectory Aj-A. in Figure 10;
probably at a lower pressure than A

t
-A

2
, but

by an unknown amoum.

Conclusions

In the investigated samples, two different

aqueous fluids have been characterized. The
salinity gap between G I on the one hand,
and G lI and P on the other, suggests a
different origin. A magmatic origin is
proposed for G1 and a meteoric one for G I

and P. In this hypothesis, highly saline fluids
may occur in shallow inrrusive without boiling
by direct magmatic immiscibility (ROEDDER
and COOMBS, 1967). Similar results have been
obtained by a number of other researchers,
e.g. SALEMINK (1985). HARRlS (1986),
CATI-IEUNEAU et al. (1987). Confirmation
would evidently be obtained by stable isotope
studies; however this is not straightforward.
The meteoric signature of P (vug in the
pegmatite) is in principle not difficult to
establish, but the situation is entirely different
for the granite. The G1 and GII inclusions
are so intimately intenningled that only single
indusion analysis could allow the precise
determination of the isotopic signature of each
group.
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